Natural Gas Supply Services
for Vietnamese Restaurants
FPL Energy Services, Inc. (FPLES) offers a reliable supply of natural gas and
competitive pricing options for Vietnamese restaurants. We understand the unique
needs of your restaurant and provide unparalleled customer service, industry advice,
and flexible buying options specifically designed to meet your needs. Our local gas
consultants deliver personalized service and are always available to you.
By focusing on the specific needs of Vietnamese restaurants, we help your business
maintain a natural gas supply strategy that provides stability, controls costs and
reduces risk. With more than 100 years of combined experience, our team of industry
experts employ effective long-term gas supply strategies and customized pricing
solutions uniquely suited for your restaurant to help you save on natural gas.

An Experienced Supplier You Can Trust
At FPLES, we have the experience, capabilities, and financial backing to supply your
Vietnamese restaurant for the long-term. As a NextEra Energy, Inc. company, our financial
backing is solid and our reputation as a supplier reflects our commitment to operational
excellence. We are a Florida-based company, so we understand the local weather patterns
and the nuances of this gas market. Our local gas consultants will personally assist you
to help identify savings opportunities and impart natural gas knowledge, important
developments and trends in the industry.

Competitive and Flexible Pricing Options
Comparing different natural gas offers can be difficult. At FPLES, our straightforward approach
helps you evaluate your options and make the right choice based on your restaurant’s
specific needs. Charges referenced in other gas supply contracts may have interchangeable
names, or no exact industry standard of measure, which can make the price comparison
process confusing. A natural gas consultant will be assigned to personally evaluate your
current natural gas terms, free of charge, and show you how FPLES can make a visible
difference in your natural gas supply services.
Our natural gas experts provide:
» Personalized service and expert advice
» Free analysis of your current natural gas costs
» Straightforward and accurate billing
» Ongoing review and analysis of your natural gas strategy to ensure
optimum budget stability
» Fixed price options: lock-in to up to 36 months

Our Commitment
FPLES goes above and beyond. We’re devoted to being your supplier of choice, committed
to make doing business with us fast, easy and hassle-free with 97% of our customers stating
they are satisfied with our service and overall value provided as a supplier. So, whether you’re
a small or a large restaurant, we will work hard to make a difference in your bottom line.

FPL Energy Services. Where proven meets possible.
Call 1-877-375-4674 or visit us at www.FPLES.com/naturalgas

FPL Energy Services, Inc. (FPLES) is a subsidiary of NextEra Energy, Inc., and an affiliate of Florida Power & Light Company (FPL).
Please recycle.
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